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Free surface profiles simulation along inclined
hydraulic jumps at hydropower plants' outflow
works
J.D. Demetriou
In this paper the free surface water profiles of six inclined (angle 9,0° 59 597
hydraulic jumps are presented, analyzed, compared and discussed, namely the
profiles of the free jump, the jumps over sills (submerged and unsubmerged - two
types of forms), the repelled jump and the submerged jump beyond a sluice gate.
Apart from the last profile, all the other profiles have a similar form. A suitable
dimensionless method is followed for this compadson. The present 1-esults may be
used by the hydraulic engineer to design corresponding stilling basins.
1 INTRODUCTION
The steady inclined hydraulic jump has a considerable interest when designing
corresponding stilling basins along open channels and small dam or sluice gate
outfiows. Although the jump has numerous forms, six particular inclined jumps
are examined and compared here in a common field of inclination angles, all·
from the point of view oftheir water free surface profiles.
Fig. 1 shows the basic flow characteristics of these jumps. Fig. la presents the
free jump, the jump over a sill (w), which appears under two forms, form A with
an ascending part similar to Fig. la and a second wave - like form (B, dashed
line in Fig. lb). Fig. 1c shows the repelledjump in a non prismatic channel, Fig.
ld describes the characteristics of a submerged jump, beyond the water outflow
from a sluice gate (a), which is due to a far obstacle (for example a second
sluice gate) and finally Fig. le illustrates a submerged jump due to the close
presence ofa sill. In all, four jumps are unsubmerged (di = a) and two jumps are
submerged (di> a).
In all cases there are two considerable water depths, di (small depth) and d 
(maximum depth), which are considered as the corresponding conjugate depths,
and a typical depth d at a distance x from di depth. All channels have
rectangular cross sections, a longitudinal inclination angle (p and a slope
Jo = sinq), while all depths are perpendicular to the channel floor. L symbolizes
the length ofthe jump between di and d2 depths, while the two channels in series
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ofthe repelledjump have the same axis and slope but different widths, bo and bi,
with an expansion ratio r = bo /bl, where the abrupt expansion produces a flow
separation strongly affecting the entire jump. In the case ofthe jzimps over a Sill
(w) the maximum depths dz are not on uniform  ow cross sections, but these
jumps terminate to a third characteristic unifonn flow depth d3, while the entire
flows are directed (here) to channel drops. The discharge per unit channel width
(b, for the case of the repelled jump) is q, while the most important  ow
parameters are the Froude numbers, Fri, Fr„ Fri, interconnected through the
equations
q=Fri ·gl/2 .d13/2 =FT·2 ·gl/2 .d23/2 =Fr, -gl/2 .d33/2. (1)
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Figure 1 Basic flow characteristics.
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Fr2 is not used in the jump over sill, while in Figs. ld, le, q is the same through
a and di, since over a and along 05 x5da (roller region) the net discharge is
zero.
For Figs. la, lc (Fri > 1, Fr2 < 1), the onedimensional momentum equation (per
unit width, along the flow direction and between the uniform flow cross sections
1,2) is
0.5.y· 12 -d 22 ).cos* +W·Jo -FA =p·q2 .[(1/d 2 )-(1/di )],
where y=water unit weight, W=water weight under corresponding flow profile
and between di, d2, F* = resistant force from the channel boundaries. Eq. (2)
holds also for the flows of Fig. td (Fr < 1) and Figs. lb, le (the latter with
Fri < 1 and after replacement of di by d,), after suitable adjustment of W and
Fx: Fx now includes also the force exerted by the sill. In the flows over sills (12
appears upstream or downstream the silllocation, while - apart of the free jump
- all the other jumps are forced jumps (because of sill, separation or
submergence, respectively).
2 JUMP PROFILES
For all six jumps Demetriou et al have measured a large number of water depths
to describe the corresponding free surface profiles. Demetriou, 2005, has
elaborated the free - inclined jump profile, while he also presented experimental
measurements on tile jump over - sill (unsubmerged and submerged) and the
repelled jump, Demetriou, 2007. Demetriou and Retsinis, 2006, have also
presented, analyzed and discussed their experimental findings, on the submerged
inclinedjump, created in front ofa sluice gate.
In all cases the dimensionless terms d=(d-di)/(d2 -di) and x=x/L (05*51)
are the most suitable to describe the flow profiles, while in the case of the
repelled jump r is also used.
2.1 The free jump profile
The experimental free -jump profile is described by the empirical equation
d=(3.3'7-8.11·Jo )·(x)-(2.37-8.11·Jo)·(* 1.5, (3)
for 00 5 9 5 16°, 2 5 Fri 5 19.
2.2 The jump - over - sill A profile
) -,As (4)d- 7.48-4.76·el.  x- 6.48-4.76·eJ. j.(x) ,
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for 0° 595 14°, Fri up to 9 and 0.14 S di/ws 1.
2.3 The jump - over - sill B profile
d 2.8·(*)2 -1.8·(x)3, (5)
for 0° 5 9 5 14° Fri up to 9 and 0,14 5 di/w5 1. This profile is angle 9 free.
2.4 The repelled -jump profile
d-*x-(a-1)·(f)1.5 , where (with (p in degrees) (6)
a=(-0.141·9+3.37)·r(0·026·9+0.67), and
0.555r51,0°5959'.25Fr,56.
2.5 The sluice gate submerged - jump profile
d-A·(x)5 +B·(x)4 +C·(x)3 +D·(x)2 +E·(x)+0.4, where (with (p in
degrees),
A--0.033.92 +0.808·cp-10.211 1
B=0.116·92 -2.869·9+32.915
C=-0.146·92 +3.727·9-39.974 > (7)
D.0.079·92 -2.113·9+22.075
E=-0.016·92 +0.447·9-3.805 ,
for 0' 5 * 5 150, 0.057 5 Fr2 5 0.290.
2.6 The submerged - over - sill jump profile
d -1.29·(*)1.5_0.29·(1)3, (8)
for 0' 5 9 5 12', Fr2 5 1.9. This profile is angle g free.
For most jump profiles, at x - 0 it is d-0 (ord= di) and for x = 1 it is d = 1
(d = dD, while for tile submerged jump profile from a sluice gate, at x=Oit is
3=0.4, while for x=lit is d =1.4, i.e. d actually changes in the field between
0 and 1.
Next Figs. 2,3,4,5,6,7, present the above profiles in terms of d vs x.
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Figure 5 Profiles for submerged jump through sluice gates.
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Figure 6 Profiles for submergedjump over sills
Figs. 8, 9, 10, 11, present a comparison among all profiles for cp = 0°-3°-6°-9°.
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Figure 8 Profiles' comparison for q, = 3°.
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Figure 9 Profiles' comparison for p = 6'.
Apart from the submerged jump from a sluice gate all the other profiles are
Starting from (0, 0) and ending at (1, 1). The above submerged jump
conventionally appears to possess a field of development from (0,0.4) to (1,
1.4), since it was put at these starting and ending points in order to avoid
negative values (under the x axis). Actually this jump starts also at (0,0) and
ends up at (1,1).
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Figure 10 Profiles' comparison for ip = 90.
The submerged jump from the sluice gate is the only one which has a fall just
after the flow exit from the sluice gate while the rest of it - at a considerable
length - has an ascending part. The free jump profile lies at the top and the
submerged jump - over a sill at the bottom of all profiles. All the other jumps
show the same free surface character: When angle ip is increasing all profile
lines are approaching among them and their general level is going down. At
(p = 0 the conventional profile of the sluice gate submerged jump lies - along a
considerable length - under the free jump profile, while at cp = 9' this profile
appears over the rest of the profiles. The A profile over a sill is constantly close
to the free jump profile, while the repelled jump profile with r=1 fully
coincides with the free jump profile and the B profile over a sill is over the
profile ofthe corresponding profile ofthe submerged jump over sill.
All the above profiles are very systematic to their particular inter-changes and to
all corresponding changes in relation to the other profiles. This geometrical
similarity does not imply a general coincidence of all six jumps, since a large
number of other characteristics (lengths, conjugate depths' ratios, energy losses
and exerted forces) are quite different among them.
3 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the profiles ofsix inclined hydraulic jumps are presented, analyzed,
compared and discussed, namely the profiles of the free jump, the jumps over
sills (submerged and unsubmerged - type A and B), the repelled jump and the
submerged jump in front of a sluice gate. Apart from the latter profile, which
appears with a local fall just after the outflow from the sluice gate, all the other
profiles present similar characteristics, i.e. they are ascending from di depth to
d2 depth. Although this similarity, the general structures of all six jumps are
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seriously differing, since they actually constitute quite different flow
phenomena. The present results may be used by the hydraulic engineer when
designing corresponding stilling basins.
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